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The Arctic might be last place you would choose to be in the middle
of winter, but not for Benoist Clouet. The son of French farmers tells
Keith Wilson why he wouldn’t take his cameras anywhere else…

B

enoist Clouet and I first met
at a photography festival in
the village of Montier-en-der
in rural ChampagneArdenne. Although at ease
in his native France, Benoist
was counting the days to when
he could return to Svalbard, the Arctic
islands off the Norwegian coast that
have become his obsession. The frozen
landscapes of these islands are far
removed from the rural idyll of his

roots, but maybe that’s the reason
behind the attraction…
You grew up in Normandy. How did
you become drawn to the Arctic?
I’ve always been attracted by wild areas
where Man has barely ventured. When
I was young, I saw my first red deer in
the forest close to my house. I saw my
first golden eagle in the Pyrenees. I have
practiced nature photography for around
20 years, and I had always dreamt of
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seeing, touching and feeling the ice
of the Arctic. For a long time it
remained an inaccessible dream.
When I started earning a little
money I decided to go north. My first
destinations were Scotland and
Ireland. Then came Denmark,
Sweden, Norway, Iceland… and
finally Svalbard.
When did you take your first trip
to Svalbard?
My first trip was in 2008. The year
before, I was in Norway to take some
pictures of sea eagles in Flatanger
with my friend Ole Martin Dahle. In
his guesthouse, I saw a flyer about
an expedition to Svalbard. It was
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written in Norwegian so I couldn’t
read it, but I saw the great pictures
of Arctic birds, walruses, and polar
bears, and I made a note of the email
address. Back home I decided to
contact the expedition leader, and a
year I was in Svalbard on a boat with
some Norwegian photographers.
What were your first impressions?
In 1906, in his book The French at
the South Pole, the famous navigator
Jean-Baptiste Charcot asked himself,
“Where does this strange attraction
for the polar regions come from?
An attraction so powerful and
unshakable that, on your return
home, all you can think about is
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going back there. What makes these
deserted and terrifying lands so
appealing?” It’s a good question!
From the very first moment I set
foot in the Arctic, it cast a spell on
me too. I knew right there and then
that this would be the first of many
expeditions to come.
How many times have you been
to Svalbard since?
I’ve been to Svalbard every year
since… and sometimes twice a year
– in summer and winter.
What makes it special compared
to other Arctic locations?
Svalbard is an ice paradise, a land
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of striking contrasts, a gem of the
Arctic. Every expedition has been a
moment of deep emotion for me, and
through the magic of photography I
have been able to capture moments,
fractions of a second, of pure nature.
I am particularly struck by the
magnificence and force of these
great virgin territories of Svalbard.
In this harsh, elementary world, I am
transfixed by its vastness, but also by
the extraordinary purity of the light
there, and the fragility of life.
What made you decide to become
a professional photographer?
It happened gradually. Above all,
I am passionate about nature and
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profile Benoist Clouet
Benoist’s career has had a strong, clear direction,
and his work has won numerous prizes…
■ Benoist Clouet grew up in
a small village in Normandy,
France. His parents and
grandparents were farmers.
■ In 2014 he published his book
80° Nord, in French and English.
It’s an in-depth photographic
study of the landscape of the
Arctic archipelago of Svalbard.

■ As well as the Arctic, Benoist
also specialises in photographing
the wild terrain of Scandinavia,
Iceland and Hokkaido, Japan’s
northern island.
■ Benoist’s photographs have
won numerous prizes, including
a gold medal in the 2012 Global
Arctic Awards.
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wilderness. Then I started getting
requests: my first big sale was to a
doctor who bought three of my prints
for his office, then a bank asked me
to give a lecture at its annual general
meeting. I started being published
in magazines and winning photo
competitions, all of which led me to
become a professional photographer.
What’s your desert island lens?
That’s a difficult question! My Nikon
AF-S 500mm f/4 VR, or my wideangle AF-S 16-35mm f/4 VR? The
first one is definitely the lens I could
never do without because for wildlife
photography the long telephoto
lens captures extraordinary animal
behaviour without disturbing the
animals, which is an important
consideration for me.
However, I am never separated
from my wide-angle. Some of my
best pictures were made with wideangles, which allow me to show the
animal in its environment. But, if I
have to choose, if I have to imagine
being on a desert island, then I’ll
choose the 500mm so I can see
the horizon better!
Which was your first Nikon
camera?
My first camera was the Nikon
F-601, which was not too bad. Some
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months later, I bought the F-801s
and then the F90x, which was a very
good camera. I took my first proper
wildlife photographs with the Nikon
300mm f/4.5 AIS. I still have it, but I
don’t use it any more.
Which cameras do you use now?.
I use the D800 and D700 cameras,
and I’ll probably buy the Nikon D4s
soon. Or maybe the D5?
Do you have a favourite time of
year to visit the Arctic?
I prefer winter. The animals are less
abundant and more difficult to see,
but what an amazing atmosphere!
It’s pure nature – pristine, wild and
incredibly beautiful.
Can you elaborate?
In February, after a long polar night,
Svalbard slowly emerges from its
state of torpor. It’s not as dark as it
once was. Black makes way for blue.
There is a pink glow in the sky that
only lasts for a few hours in the day,
and the first rays of sunlight caress
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I prefer winter… It’s pure nature –
pristine, wild and incredibly beautiful
Benoist Clouet Arctic photographer

the mountains that surround the
vast ice valleys. It’s almost as though
the day were stealing a few fleeting
moments from the night, hour upon
hour. Dark shades of blue gradually
become lighter, and the colour white
becomes increasingly more visible
on the landscape. The sun plays with
the landscape, carving it, adorning
it and transforming it. Slowly, new
details appear. Each relief is sculpted
by the light and each portion of the
landscape is, thus, enhanced. At
this time of year the archipelago is
breathtakingly beautiful. When the
wind blows, the snow dances in an
explosion of pastel shades of yellow,
orange, pink and blue.
How do the lighting and weather
conditions of the Arctic affect the
way you work as a photographer?
In the Arctic, the lighting and
weather conditions are completely
different in winter and summer.
During winter, when the average
temperature is -25 degrees Celsius,
Svalbard is trapped in ice, and
you only have a few hours of soft
light to take pictures. The weather
conditions can also be very harsh.
The snow smooths out the landscape
and homogenises the scenery:
everything is white. Only the glaciers
bring a touch of colour, a hint of
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FIT FOR
THE ARCTIC
Benoist’s kit has to cope with
extreme environments – but
it’s all standard Nikon gear
There’s nothing like the extreme sub-zero
temperatures of the Arctic – in winter
– to test the reliability of photographic
equipment. Benoist Clouet has relied on
Nikon cameras and lenses for all his field
trips to the Arctic. Here’s what he packs
for each expedition:
■ Nikon D4s
■ Nikon D800
■ Nikon D700
■ Nikon AF-S 500mm f/4G ED VR
■ Nikon AF-S 80-400mm f/4-5.6G ED VR
■ Nikon AF-S 70-200mm f/2.8G ED VR II
■ Nikon AF-S 16-35mm f/4-5.6G ED VR
■ Nikon AF-S 105mm f/2.8G VR Macro
■ Nikon SB-900 flashgun
■ Swarovski 8x10 binoculars
■ MacBook Pro (15-inch)
■C
 arbon fibre tripod with Arca-Swiss Z1
head and Wimberley Sidekick
■ Lots of memory cards!
■ Gura Gear Kiboko backpack
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80° NORD
In November 2014, Benoist
published 80° Nord, his
limited edition photo book
What is 80° Nord about?
■ The book is built around one year in
Svalbard, from the first light after the
polar night in February until the return
of the dark before the polar night in
October/November. Images and text
alternate and describe the beauty of
nature in Svalbard.

How to get a copy of 80° Nord
With both English and French text,
80° Nord can be ordered from Benoist’s
website (www.face-nature.com) for €48,
including shipping. A deluxe edition,
limited to just 100 copies, each signed
and numbered by Benoist and including a
signed print, delivered in a stamped box,
is priced at €120, including shipping.

turquoise, to this otherwise snowwhite desert.
As a wildlife photographer, you
have to stay a long time in the field,
searching for animals. You must
protect yourself and your equipment
from intense cold. Battery drain can
be a problem, and that’s why I sleep
with my batteries in my sleeping bag,
so they are warm as long as possible.
During summer in the Arctic,
the most important problem as a
photographer is that you don’t have
enough time to sleep! The sun never
sets, and photo opportunities are
never-ending, so you sleep when
you’re just too tired to go on.
Can you describe your first
sighting of a polar bear?
It was in 2008. We had reached
around 81 degrees north. It was cold,
our ship was surrounded by ice, the
weather was grey and there was
fog, which made it difficult to find
bears. It was an area where we could
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see lots of seals – and we knew that
where there are seals, there are also
potentially bears.
After several hours of scanning
the horizon in search of a speck of
yellow through our binoculars, we
finally found a polar bear, to the left,
in front of the boat, almost bang
on the horizon! The yellow tint of a
polar bear’s fur makes it stand out
against the white of this ice desert.
My face and fingers throbbed from
the cold. We slowly moved towards
the bear, and 20 minutes later, I no
longer needed binoculars to see him.

LONG MOUSTACHE
Nikon D200, Nikon
AF-S 70-200mm f/2.8G
IF-ED VR, 1/640 sec,
f/5, ISO400

What was he doing?
He was calmly strolling along the
bank, and decided to approach the

I realised for the first time that this icy
universe really is no place for humans
Benoist Clouet Arctic photographer

boat, inquisitively. What a stroke of
luck! An icy wind was blowing and
the boat pushed through the water,
sometimes breaking the ice in order
to move forward. The deep blue of
the ocean is a stark contrast to the
ice floes. In this hostile environment,
I realised for the first time that this
icy and seemingly lifeless universe
really is no place for humans. Since
that day, every time I see a wild
polar bear, I can’t help but think how
fortunate I am to be able to observe
and photograph this amazing
predator in its natural environment.
Do you shoot video?
Yes, I’ve started to shoot video now.
How do you decide whether to
shoot video or stills?
That is the hardest decision. It
is always a difficult choice, and
I admit that the still photo often
takes precedence over the video,
then sometimes I think, ‘Oh,
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maybe I can make a video?’ I think
to do a complete job the photo
and video must be of the same
quality. Nevertheless, I sometimes
work in conditions where video
is complicated, especially when
navigating a Zodiac or boat in the
waters of the Arctic. Waves and
vibrations make video difficult.
Also, I have an artistic approach to
my work as a filmmaker, and I place
a lot of importance on the aesthetics
of my pictures. I have not yet found
a way to enhance the video support.
To date, my videos illustrate my work
at conferences.
Which of your cameras do you use
for video?
I use the Nikon D800. It is very good
for this kind of work.
Do you keep all your images, or do
you delete some when you edit?
No, I do not keep all my images. I
make a first big edit very quickly
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UNDER THE MOON
Nikon D800, Nikon
AF-S 500mm f/4G ED VR,
1/1600 sec, f/4, ISO4000

by deleting blurry images, poor
framing, duplication. Images which
do not show any particular defects
are kept, and I will come back
several times to review them in
the weeks and months that follow.
How do you stay on top of your
image workflow?
I quickly select my best images by
giving them four or five stars. I know
that they are among the best, so
I then decide quickly how best to
allocate them for commercial use,
whether for a development agency,
photo project, an exhibition, books,
or as my stock images on the Arctic.
What processing software
do you use?
I have used Capture NX2 and
View NX2 for a very long time.
More recently, I have used Adobe
Photoshop Lightroom 5, which I
suppose will be my main processing
software for the next few years.

What’s the most unusual accessory
in your camera bag?
Undoubtedly my flashgun. I take it
with me every time but rarely use
it, if ever!
80° Nord is a beautiful book. How
long has it taken to create and
how did you decide which images
to include, or leave out?
Thank! It’s a project that matured
in my head during my first voyage to
Svalbard in 2008. I took the decision
to effectively finish working on it at
the beginning of 2014. The book
was released in November of the
same year.
I started thinking about how I
wanted to build my book and what
story I wanted to tell. I then made
an initial selection of about 250
pictures. Then, I worked with a
graphic designer who helped me to
make good choices. It is not always
obvious which ones to include and
sometimes it’s very hard to leave out
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others, but creating a book requires
some compromise.
Which images in the book are your
personal favourites?
Maybe the last one. It’s of a polar
bear photographed in late September
2013 on Kvitøya island, the island
furthest east in the archipelago. It’s
also called ‘White Island’ because it
is totally covered with ice. It was first
light, and the bear was beautifully
backlit – it was a perfect time to
capture the scene.
What is significant about 82.4°N?
Every year, the ice recedes farther
from the Svalbard islands. At the
end of September 2013, our vessel
reached the previously unreached
point of 82.4 degrees north.
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SEA MONSTER
(above)
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70-200mm f/2.8G IF-ED VR,
1/4000 sec, f/4, ISO400

Can we save the Arctic as it is today? I do not know,
but I’m not very optimistic
Benoist Clouet Arctic photographer
The Arctic is predicted to become
ice-free during the summer. Is it
too late to prevent this?
The Arctic ice is melting faster, and
yes, it is a serious problem. Every
year, I see the glaciers retreat, and
sea ice takes longer to return to the
coast, which is a real problem for the
bears, who must wait ever longer to
get onto the ice to hunt.
Can we save the Arctic as it is
today? I do not know, but I’m not
very optimistic. Today, Svalbard is
nice because there is ice, animals,

birds. If it becomes a rocky desert,
this Arctic gem will lose its lustre.
Who are the photographers that
you admire?
Scandinavian photographers inspired
me a lot – with their landscape
and proximity to the Arctic they
have an exceptional ‘playground’.
I refer to my friend, the Swedish
photographer Magnus Carlsson, who
died too soon. I can also mention
Erlend and Orsolya Haarberg, Ole
Jorgen Liodden and the German
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photographer Sandra Bartocha,
who ‘paints’ her works with great
delicacy. In France, I like Vincent
Munier’s photographs. Finally, in
another area entirely, I am impressed
by the work of Nick Brandt.
Is there an image by another
photographer that inspires you?
A picture of an Arctic wolf walking
down a slope by Vincent Munier.
It is an incredible image where we
can find everything – beauty, purity,
wildness, delicacy, mystery, poetry –
a truly extraordinary image.
What has been your greatest
moment as a photographer?
I’ve had many great moments: the
time I found myself face to face with
a walrus that came a little too close
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ice fall (top)
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ED VR, 1/3200 sec, f/4,
ISO400
Magic morning
(bottom)
Nikon D800, Nikon AF-S
500mm f/4G ED VR, 1/1000
sec, f/4.5, ISO400

while I was lying on the shore to
photograph it; a winter morning on
the east coast of Spitsbergen where
I observed for the first time a female
polar bear with her cubs. There are
many more from longer ago, such as
the time I first saw a stag bellowing
in the woods near my parents’ home.
It’s hard to choose only one.
What has been the worst?
I think it was a few years ago in
Sarek National Park in the north of
Sweden. I wanted to photograph the
famous moose of Sarek, described
by the Swedes as the largest moose
in Europe. We lived for several days
in the park with our tents, our food,
and camera equipment. The weather
was absolutely terrible! It was so wet
that nothing was dry: shoes, clothes,

sleeping bags, tents, everything
was wet. We took almost no photos,
made very sightings and grew very
weary. In these circumstances,
morale is really put to the test.
What advice can you give to
someone who wants to become
a professional photographer?
Enjoy yourself, live your dreams,
innovate and find your style. Above
all, take your time. We live in a
society where everyone wants to do
everything right away. Be patient,
listen to advice, experiment. It’s the
guarantee of successful work.
• To see more of Benoist’s work,
and buy prints and books, visit
www.face-nature.com
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